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• 4Q2008 Earning Preview; Top Pick: We expect QEWC to report net profit of QAR702 million for 
FY2008 in the next few weeks, staying on the conservative side with our estimates. We believe the stock 
offers a solid defensive play given its long-term guaranteed off-take agreements and cheap feedstock. 
We expect earnings to almost double over the next four years and forecast a CAGR of 17.7% in earnings 
to 2011e. QEWC is our top sector pick and is on our MENA Focus List. 

• Tweaking Estimates: Given unexpected changes in commissioning dates of plants, we have revised 
revenue estimates for 4Q2008e and beyond. We have also adjusted our capacity estimates going 
forward to reflect the latest available estimates on plants under construction or in the planning phase. 
However, our headline net profit numbers for the FY2008e have fallen as we now forecast extraordinary 
income of QAR110 million, relating to delay of the RAF B2 plant, will appear in 2009e.  

• Adjusting Commissioning Dates for Two Plants: Timing differences on expected completion dates for 
two of the company’s plants was the reason for the 3Q2008 outperformance drives our estimates 
changes. On the one hand, phase II of Ras Laffan II (also known as Q-Power) was completed in 1H2008 
ahead of our expected completion date of 2H2009. However, the commissioning date for the RAF B2 
(which has an electricity capacity of 567MW) was delayed until the end of October 2008 (vs. our 
expectation for the plant to come on stream and contribute to revenues in 3Q2008). 

• Lower Fair Value to QAR134.8 due to Adjusting Cost of Capital-Still Provides 69% Upside: Our 
LTFV falls to QAR134.8 from, QAR166.0 due to increasing our cost of capital assumptions. 

• Low Exposure to Actual Demand: Although electricity demand growth might slow due to lower 
industrial activity and population growth, we believe this has little impact on QEWC as a result of the 
take or pay agreements it has in place with Kahramaa. Therefore, QEWC’s revenues and earnings are 
more dependent on capacity expansions and plants coming online rather than actual demand, which 
provides the company with a potential hedge against any downturn. 

• Cashflow Visibility and Margin Stability; Maintain Buy: We expect earnings to almost double over 
the next four years and forecast a CAGR of 17.7% in earnings to 2011e and therefore believe the stock 
offers investors a low-risk opportunity to gain exposure to Qatar. Moreover, the stock offers a decent 
4.4% dividend yield and offers strong visibility in terms of revenue and cash flows given its take or pay 
agreements. QEWC has strong relationships with the government (which has c54% stake) and we 
believe this relationship will continue to provide support for the company in terms of cheaper feedstock 
and possible access to funding sources. We maintain our ST/LT Buy recommendation. 
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COMPANY NOTE 
  

December year end 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e
Revenue            1,927      2,240       2,759   3,395 
EBITDA           1,045           1,095       1,345    1,615 
Operating Profit                      679                  708          902    1,119 
Income from Associates             49.8 69.4 85.5 105.2
Net Attrib. Income 613.6 702.0 924.3 992.8
EPS  6.1 7.0 9.2 9.9
DPS                        4.0                     3.5          4.6          5.0 
Net Debt (Cash)                   3,848               5,469       6,536   7,097 
 
P/E (Attrib.) 13.0 11.3 8.6 8.0
EV/EBITDA 11.5 12.5 11.0 9.5
P/BV 2.15 2.08 1.97 1.87
P/CF 8.1 7.3 5.8 5.3
Div. Yield 5.0% 4.4% 5.8% 6.2%
RoAE 19.6% 18.6% 20.7% 23.9%
Figures in QAR million, unless otherwise stated 
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Estimate Changes: 2007a                   2008e                2009e 
(QAR mn) Old New Old New

Revenues     1,927 2,122          2,240 2,649      2,759 
EBITDA     1,045 1,140          1,095 1,406.7         1,345 

EBITDA Margin 54.2% 0.5 48.9% 0.5 48.7%

Net Attrib. Income      613.6 747.0             702.0 753.6      924.3  

 Stock data: 
Mkt. Cap. / Shares (mn)   QAR7,860 / 100 
Av. Monthly Liqd. (mn)   QAR77.6 
52-Week High / Low   QAR 160.0 / 67.3 
Bloomberg / Reuters   QEWS QD / QEWC.QA 
Est. Free Float   34%  

 
   Prices as at 15 January 2009 
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I. PREVIEW OF RESULTS 

EARLIER COMMISSIONING OF RAS LAFFAN II 
Timing differences on expected completion dates for two of the company’s plants was in our view the 
reason for the outperformance in the 3Q2008 and therefore the driver for changes to our estimates.  

On the one hand, phase II of Ras Laffan II (also known as Q-Power) was completed in 1H2008 ahead of 
our expected completion date of 2H2009. Q-Power Phase I was already contributing 600 MW of 
electricity and 15 million gallons of water per day since 2006 and with the completion of Phase II, its 
capacity has increased to 1025MW of electricity and 60 million gallons of water per day with this greater 
capacity contributing to both electricity and water sales.  

On the other hand, mitigating some of this unexpected upside, the commissioning date for the RAF B2 
(which has an electricity capacity of 567MW) has been delayed till the end of October (vs. our 
expectation for the plant to come on stream and contribute to revenues in 3Q2008). 

CHANGES TO ESTIMATES 
Given these unexpected changes in commissioning dates for the Ras Laffan II and RAF B2 plants, we have 
revised our estimates for 4Q2008 and beyond. We have also adjusted some of the capacity estimates 
going forward to reflect the latest estimates that are available on the company’s plants under 
construction or in planning phase. We have increased our capacity estimate for the Ras Laffan C IWPP 
from 2,600 MW to 2,730 MW.  

We upgrade our FY2008e net profit estimates to reflect higher than anticipated contribution from the 
company’s Ras Laffan II plant given its earlier delivery. Meanwhile, we had previously expected the 
company to receive an extraordinary income of QAR110 million in 2008 (as a result of the delay in the 
delivery of electricity and water from the RAF B2 power plant). However, we believe the arbitration 
process is taking longer than we anticipated and now forecast that this extraordinary income will appear 
in 2009.   

We now forecast a net profit before extraordinary income of QAR702 million in 2008e (vs. our previous 
estimate of QAR637 million). Our forecasts for 2009e and beyond are upgraded as well as a result of 
higher capacity estimates and an increase in QEWC’s share in Ras Laffan C IWPP from 40% to 45%.  

Figure 1: Revenue Forecasts 
QAR million, unless otherwise stated 

 Figure 2: Net Profit Forecasts 
QAR million, unless otherwise stated 
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II. VALUATION 

In light of the changes to our forecasts for capacity both in the short and longer term, we revisit our DCF 
analysis. We have also made an adjustment in our WACC calculations for QEWC to incorporate our new 
in-house views on cost of capital. Our WACC rises to 7.6% from our previous assumption of 7.1%, in light 
of a higher country risk premium (addition of 75 bps to our RF rate). Moreover, we have extended our 
forecast horizon until 2016 to allow the company to reach a steady state where we believe most plants 
will be fully utilised. These changes resulted in our LTFV for QEWC to fall to QAR134.8 from QAR166.0, 
still providing 69% upside.  

Figure 3: DCF Valuation 
QAR million, unless otherwise stated 
 2009e 2010e 2011e 2012e 2013e 2014e 2015e 2016e
EBITDA 1,345 1,615 1,890 2,055  2,180  2,211 2,241 2,297 
Capex  (1,500)  (1,500)  (1,500)  (1,500)  (230)  (223)  (216)  (216)
FCF  (155) 115  390 555  1,949  1,988 2,025 2,081 
PV FCF  (145) 100 314 415  1,357  1,286 1,217 1,163 
   
Terminal Value 22,891   
Perpetual Growth Rate 2.5%   
WACC 7.6%   
PV of Cash Flows 09-16e 5,706   
PV of Perpetuity 12,793   
Total Firm Value 18,499   
Net Debt  (5,575)   
Equity Value 12,924   
Investments in Associates 237   
Available for Sale Investments 315   
Total Equity Value 13,476   
No.of Shares (mn) 100   
FV per Share (QAR) 134.8    

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

Our DCF remains very sensitive to the assumptions used to arrive at the Terminal Value. Therefore, 
because of heavy capital expenditure over the coming few years, our DCF value is very sensitive to both 
our WACC and perpetuity growth rate assumptions, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Sensitivity Analysis 
QAR per share, unless otherwise stated 

 WACC 
 6.6% 7.1% 7.6% 8.1% 8.6%

  1.5% 157 133 113 96 82
2.0% 174 146 123 104 89
2.5% 195 161 135 114 96
3.0% 222 181 150 125 105

  Term
inal G

row
th 3.5% 258 206 168 139 116 

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

LOW EXPOSURE TO ACTUAL DEMAND – HEDGED AGAINST DOWNTURN 
Although electricity demand growth might slow due to lower industrial activity and population growth, 
we believe this has little impact on QEWC as a result of the take or pay agreements it has in place with 
Kahramaa. Therefore, QEWC’s revenues and earnings are more dependent on capacity expansions and 
plants coming online rather than actual demand, which provides the company with a potential hedge 
against any downturn.  
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RECOMMENDATION 
We expect earnings to almost double over the next four years and forecast a CAGR of 17.7% in earnings 
to 2011e and therefore believe the stock offers investors a low-risk opportunity to gain exposure to Qatar. 
Moreover, the company pays a decent dividend yield and offers strong visibility in terms of revenue and 
cash flows given its take or pay agreements. Furthermore, QEWC has strong relationships with the 
government (which owns around 54% of the company) and we believe this relationship will continue to 
provide support for the company in terms of cheaper feedstock and possible access to funding sources. 
The combination of the take or pay agreement with Kahramaa and the fuel supply agreement with Qatar 
Petroleum results in strong visibility for margins and acts as a hedge against increases in costs or decline 
in demand for electricity. We therefore maintain our ST/LT Buy recommendation. However, our LTFV falls 
to QAR134.8 from QAR166 (still providing 69% upside to the current share price) as result of increasing 
our cost of capital assumptions. 
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III. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  

Income Statement (December Year End) 
QAR million, unless otherwise stated 
 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e
Revenues 1,927 2,240 2,759 3,395 4,031 

% Growth 12% 16% 23% 23% 19%

COGS (778) (1,010) (1,249) (1,576) (1,899)

Gross Profit 1,149 1,230 1,510 1,819 2,131 

Gross Profit Margin 59.6% 54.9% 54.7% 53.6% 52.9%

SG and A (115) (134) (166) (204) (242)

EBITDA 1,045 1,095 1,345 1,615 1,890 

EBITDA Margin 54.2% 48.9% 48.7% 47.6% 46.9%

Depreciation  (366) (387) (443) (496) (546)

Net Operating Profit 679 708 902 1,119 1,344 

Net Interest Expense (55) (122) (205) (270) (335)

Non-Operating Income  102 116 118 143 169 

Earnings Before Extraordinary Items 725 702 814 993 1,178 

Extraordinary Income / Expense (112) 0 110 0 0 

Net Profit 614 702 924 993 1,178 

EPS 6.14 7.02 9.24 9.93 11.78  

Source: QEWC, EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

Balance Sheet (December Year End) 
QAR million, unless otherwise stated 
 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e
Cash & Liquid Assets 654 254 156 105 157 

Accounts Receivable 323 491 605 744 883 

Inventory 418 498 616 777 937 

Total Current Assets 1,395 1,243 1,377 1,626 1,977 

Net Plant 6,109 7,742 8,855 9,912 10,917 

Net Investments 538 538 538 538 538 

Other Fixed Assets 1,148 1,263 1,389 1,389 1,389 

Total Assets 9,189 10,786 12,159 13,466 14,821 

Accounts Payable 516 526 650 821 989 

Other Current Liabilities 372 648 729 1,129 1,229 

Total Current Liabilities 888 1,174 1,379 1,949 2,217 

Commercial Loans  3,873 3,579 3,284 2,590 1,796 

Other Loans 630 624 518 412 306 

Total Provision 90 63 56 50 43 

Total Liabilities & Provisions 5,480 6,960 8,127 9,201 10,248 

Shareholders Equity 3,709 3,826 4,032 4,265 4,572 

Total Liabilities & Shareholders Equity 9,189 10,786 12,159 13,466 14,821  

Source: QEWC, EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

Cash Flow Statement (December Year End) 
QAR million, unless otherwise stated 
 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e
Net Profit 614 702 924 993 1,178 

Net Interest Expense 55 122 205 270 335 

Depreciation & Amortization 366 387 443 496 546 

Change in Working Investment (372) (441) (383) (180) (184)

Cash Flow from Operating Activities 572 621 969 1,296 1,527 

CAPEX  (1,747) (2,000) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500)

Net Cash from Operating and Investing Activities (1,122) (1,349) (511) (180) 56 

Dividends Paid (353) (351) (462) (496) (589)

Net Financing 1,630 1,300 875 625 585 

Change in Cash 155 (400) (98) (52) 52  

Source: QEWC, EFG-Hermes estimates 
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DISCLOSURES 
We, Abid Riaz and Mohammad Madani, hereby certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect our personal views about the securities and 
companies that are the subject of this report. We also certify that neither we nor our spouses or dependants (if relevant) hold a beneficial interest in the mentioned 
securities that are traded in the Doha stock exchange. EFG-Hermes Holding SAE hereby certifies that neither it nor any of its subsidiaries owns any of the securities 
that are the subject of this report.  

Funds managed by EFG-Hermes Holding SAE and its subsidiaries (together and separately, "EFG-Hermes") for third parties may own the securities that are the 
subject of this report. EFG-Hermes may own shares in one or more of the aforementioned funds or in funds managed by third parties. The authors of this report may 
own shares in funds open to the public that invest in the securities mentioned in this report as part of a diversified portfolio over which they have no discretion. The 
Investment Banking division of EFG-Hermes may be in the process of soliciting or executing fee earning mandates for companies that are either the subject of this 
report or are mentioned in this report. 

DISCLAIMER 
This Research has been sent to you as a client of one of the entities in the EFG-Hermes group. This Research must not be considered as advice nor be acted upon by 
you unless you have considered it in conjunction with additional advice from an EFG-Hermes entity with which you have a client agreement. 

Our investment recommendations take into account both risk and expected return. We base our long-term fair value estimate on a fundamental analysis of the 
company's future prospects, after having taken perceived risk into consideration. We have conducted extensive research to arrive at our investment 
recommendations and fair value estimates for the company or companies mentioned in this report. Although the information in this report has been obtained from 
sources that EFG-Hermes believes to be reliable, we have not independently verified such information and it may not be accurate or complete. EFG-Hermes does not 
represent or warrant, either expressly or implied, the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained within this report and no liability whatsoever 
is accepted by EFG-Hermes or any other person for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such information or opinions or otherwise 
arising in connection therewith. Readers should understand that financial projections, fair value estimates and statements regarding future prospects may not be 
realized. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This research report is 
prepared for general circulation to the clients of EFG-Hermes and is intended for general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation or 
advice with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. It is not tailored to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific person 
that may receive this report. We strongly advise potential investors to seek financial guidance when determining whether an investment is appropriate to their needs. 

 



 

 

 

GUIDE TO ANALYSIS 
EFG-Hermes investment research is based on fundamental analysis of companies and stocks, the sectors that they are exposed to, as well as the country and regional 
economic environment. Two investment ratings are offered for each stock, a Short-Term rating and a Long-term rating.  

The Short-Term (ST) rating is based on the analyst’s best expectations on the shorter-term price movements of the stock. Short-Term is defined as any time up to six 
months of the rating being applied to the stock. While shorter-term drivers could include quantifiable facts and figures, the analyst may also consider non-
quantifiable issues such as the analyst’s view on investor sentiment, potential news flow on the stock or the sector, or other issues which could impact share price 
movements. 

The Long-Term (LT) rating is based on the percentage upside or percentage downside of the stock price to the analyst’s Long Term Fair Value (LTFV). Long Term is 
defined as any time period beyond 1 year. The LTFV is based on the analyst’s current expectations of the equity fair value of the company on a per share basis which 
is normally based on rigorous and fundamental long-term analysis of the company’s financial potential. Of course, any such analysis is based on the analyst’s 
expectations for the future and are always considered estimates.  

For both the Short-Term and Long-Term ratings for any investment covered in our research, the ratings are defined by the following ranges in percentage terms: 

Rating % upside (downside) 
Buy 25% and above 
Accumulate 10 to 25% 
Neutral (10%) to 10% 
Reduce (10%) to (25%) 
Sell (25%) or more downside 
 
EFG-Hermes policy is to update research reports when appropriate based on material changes in a company’s financial performance, the sector outlook, the general 
economic outlook, or any other changes which could impact the analyst’s outlook or rating for the company. Share price volatility may cause a stock to move 
outside of the longer-term rating range to which the original rating was applied. In such cases, the analyst will not necessarily need to adjust the rating for the stock 
immediately. However, if a stock has been outside of its longer-term investment rating range consistently for 30 days or more, the analyst will be encouraged to 
review the rating. 

COPYRIGHT AND CONFIDENTIALITY 
No part of this document may be reproduced without the written permission of EFG-Hermes. The information within this research report must not be disclosed to 
any other person if and until EFG-Hermes has made the information publicly available. 
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